5 Foods To Never Eat:
Cut down a bit of stomach fat each day by never eating these 5 foods...

Official Red Cross Records Show Holocaust Was a Fraud?

Before It's News – by Mort Amsel

(Note: I am not a holocaust denier or an anti-semite. I know this is a taboo topic but given the picture above and I've seen others, I feel the need to post it here on Beforeitsnews. I love a good conspiracry and that is what this is. All I ask is that you keep as open a mind with this as you do with 9/11 or JFK.)

No Evidence Of Genocide
American Jihad

There is one survey of the Jewish question in Europe during World War Two and the conditions of Germany’s concentration camps which is almost unique in its honesty and objectivity, the three-volume Report of the International Committee of the Red Cross on its Activities during the Second World War, Geneva, 1948.

This comprehensive account from an entirely neutral source incorporated and expanded the findings of two previous works: Documents sur l’activité du CICR en faveur des civils détenus dans les camps de concentration en Allemagne 1939-1945 (Geneva, 1946), and Inter Arma Caritas: the Work of the ICRC during the Second World War (Geneva, 1947). The team of authors, headed by Frédéric Siordet, explained in the opening pages of the Report that their object, in the tradition of the Red Cross, had been strict political neutrality, and herein lies its great value.

The ICRC successfully applied the 1929 Geneva military convention in order to gain access to civilian internees held in Central and Western Europe by the German authorities. By contrast, the ICRC was unable to gain any access to the Soviet Union, which had failed to ratify the Convention. The millions of civilian and military internees held in the USSR, whose conditions were known to be by far the worst, were completely cut off from any international contact or supervision.

The Red Cross Report is of value in that it first clarifies the legitimate circumstances under which Jews were detained in concentration camps, i.e. as enemy aliens. In describing the two categories of civilian internees, the Report distinguishes the second type as “Citizens deported on administrative grounds (in German, “Schutzhaftlinge”), who were arrested for political or racial motives because their presence was considered a danger to the State or the occupation forces” (Vol. I, p. 73). These persons, it continues, “were placed on the same footing as persons arrested or imprisoned under common law for security reasons.” (P.74)

The Report admits that the Germans were at first reluctant to permit supervision by the Red Cross of people detained on grounds relating to security, but by the latter part of 1942, the ICRC obtained important concessions from Germany. They were permitted to distribute food parcels to major concentration camps in Germany from August 1942, and from February 1943 onwards this concession was extended to all other camps and prisons” (Vol. I, p. 78). The ICRC soon established contact with camp commandants and launched a food relief programme which continued to function until the last months of 1945, letters of thanks for which came pouring in from Jewish internees.

Red Cross Recipients Were Jews

The Report states that “As many as 9,000 parcels were packed daily. From the autumn of 1943 until May 1945, about 1,112,000 parcels with a total weight of 4,500 tons were sent off to the concentration camps” (Vol. III, p. 80). In addition to food, these contained clothing and pharmaceutical supplies. “Parcels were sent to Dachau, Buchenwald, Sangerhausen, Sachsenhausen, Oranienburg, Flossenburg, Landsberg-am-Lech, Flöha, Ravensbrück, Hamburg-Neugamme, Mauthausen, Theresienstadt, Auschwitz, Bergen-Beisen, to camps near Vienna and in Central and Southern Germany. The principal recipients were Belgians, Dutch, French, Greeks, Italians, Norwegians, Poles and stateless Jews” (Vol. III, p. 83).

In the course of the war, “The Committee was in a position to transfer and distribute in the form of relief supplies over twenty million Swiss francs collected by Jewish welfare organisations throughout the world, in particular by the American Joint Distribution Committee of New York” (Vol. I, p. 644). This later organisation was permitted by the German Government to maintain offices in Berlin until the American entry into the war. The ICRC complained that obstruction of their vast relief operation for Jewish internees came not from the Germans but from the tight Allied blockade of Europe. Most of their purchases of relief food were made in Rumania, Hungary and Slovakia.

The ICRC had special praise for the liberal conditions which prevailed at Theresienstadt up to the time of their last visits there in April 1945. This camp, “where there were about 40,000 Jews deported from various countries to a relatively privileged ghetto” (Vol. III, p. 75). According to the Report, “The Committee’s delegates were able to visit the camp at Theresienstadt (Terezin) which was used exclusively for Jews and was governed by special conditions. From information gathered by the Committee, this camp had been started as an experiment by certain leaders of the Reich... These men wished to give the Jews the means of setting up a communal life in a town under their own administration and possessing almost complete autonomy...” (Vol. I, p. 642).

The ICRC also had praise for the regime of Ion Antonescu of Fascist Rumania where the administration and possessing almost complete autonomy two delegates were able to visit the camp on April 6th, 1945. They confirmed the favourable impression gained on the first visit” (Vol. I, p. 644). According to the Report, “The Committee’s delegates were able to visit the camp on April 6th, 1945. They confirmed the favourable impression gained on the first visit” (Vol. I, p. 644).
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No Evidence Of Genocide

One of the most important aspects of the Red Cross Report is that it clarifies the true cause of those deaths that undoubtedly occurred in the camps toward the end of the war. Says the Report: “In the chaotic condition of Germany after the invasion during the final months of the war, the camps received no food supplies at all and starvation claimed an increasing number of victims. Itself alarmed by this situation, the German Government at last informed the ICRC on February 1st, 1945. ... In March 1945, discussions between the President of the ICRC and General of the S.S. Kaltenbrunner gave even more decisive results. Relief could henceforth be distributed by the ICRC, and one delegate was authorised to stay in each camp...” (Vol. III, p. 83).

Clarity, the German authorities were at pains to relieve the dire situation as far as they were able. The Red Cross are quite explicit in stating that food supplies ceased at this time due to the Allied bombing of German transportation, and in the interests of interned Jews they had protested on March 15th, 1944 against “the barbarous aerial warfare of the Allies” (Inter Arma Caritas, p. 79). By October 2nd, 1944, the ICRC warned the German Foreign Office of the impending collapse of the German transportation system, declaring that starvation conditions for people throughout Germany were becoming inevitable.

In dealing with this comprehensive, three-volume Report, it is important to stress that the delegates of the International Red Cross found no evidence whatever at the camps in Axis-occupied Europe of a deliberate policy to exterminate the Jews. In all its 1,600 pages the Report does not even mention such a thing as a gas chamber. It admits that Jews, like many other wartime nationalities, suffered rigours and privations, but its complete silence on the subject of planned extermination is ample refutation of the Six Million legend. Like the Vatican representatives with whom they worked, the Red Cross found itself unable to indulge in the irresponsible charges of genocide which had become the order of the day. So far as the genuine mortality rate is concerned, the Report points out that most of the Jewish doctors from the camps were being used to combat typhus on the eastern front, so that they were unavailable when the typhus epidemics of 1945 broke out in the camps (Vol. III, p. 204 ff). Incidentally, it is frequently claimed that mass executions were carried out in gas chambers cunningly disguised as shower facilities. Again, the Report makes nonsense of this allegation. “Not only the washing places, but installations for baths, showers and laundry were inspected by the delegates. They had often to take action to have fixtures made less primitive, and to get them repaired or enlarged” (Vol. III, p. 594).

Not All Were Interned

Volume III of the Red Cross Report, Chapter 3 (I. Jewish Civilian Population) deals with the “aid given to the Jewish section of the free population,” and this chapter makes it quite plain that by no means all of the European Jews were placed in internment camps, but remained, subject to certain restrictions, as part of the free civilian population. This conflicts directly with the “thoroughness” of the supposed “extermination programme”, and with the claim in the forged Höss memoirs that Eichmann was obsessed with seizing “every single Jew he could lay his hands on.”

In Slovakia, for example, where Eichmann’s assistant Dieter Wisliceny was in charge, the Report states that “A large proportion of the Jewish minority had permission to stay in the country, and at certain periods Slovakia was looked upon as a comparative haven of refuge for Jews, especially for those coming from Poland. Those who remained in Slovakia seem to have been in comparative safety until the end of August 1944, when a rising against the German forces took place. While it is true that the law of May 15th, 1942 had brought about the internment of several thousand Jews, these people were held in camps where the conditions of food and lodging were tolerable and the internees were allowed to do paid work on terms almost equal to those of the free labour market” (Vol. I, p. 646).

Not only did large numbers of the three million or so European Jews avoid internment altogether, but the emigration of Jews continued throughout the war, generally by way of Hungary, Rumania and Turkey. Ironically, post-war Jewish emigration from German-occupied territories was also facilitated by the Reich, as in the case of the Polish Jews who were being relieved of the country by the German forces.
who had escaped to France before its occupation. "The Jews from Poland who, whilst in
France, had obtained entrance permits to the United States were held to be American
citizens by the German occupying authorities, who further agreed to recognize the
validity of about three thousand passports issued to Jews by the consulates of South

As future U.S. citizens, these Jews were held at the Vittel camp in southern France for
American aliens. The emigration of European Jews from Hungary in particular proceeded
during the war unhindered by the German authorities. "Until March 1944," says the Red
Cross Report, "Jews who had the privilege of visas for Palestine were free to leave
Hungary" (Vol I, p. 648). Even after the replacement of the Horthy Government in 1944
(following its attempted armistice with the Soviet Union) with a government more
dependent on German authority, the emigration of Jews continued.

The Committee secured the pledges of both Britain and the United States "to give
support by every means to the emigration of Jews from Hungary," and from the U.S.
Government the ICRC received a message stating that "The Government of the United
States ... now specifically repeats its assurance that arrangements will be made by it for
the care of all Jews who in the present circumstances are allowed to leave" (Vol I, p.
649).

Biedermann agreed that in the nineteen instances that "Did Six Million Really Die?"
quoted from the Report of the International Committee of the Red Cross on its Activities
during the Second World War and Inter Arma Caritas (this includes the above material),
it did so accurately.

A quote from Charles Biedermann (a delegate of the International Committee of the Red
Cross and Director of the Red Cross' International Tracing Service) under oath at the
Zündel Trial (February 9, 10, 11 and 12, 1988).

The above is chapter nine from the book "Did Six Million Really Die?"

For the entire book "Did Six Million Really Die?", click here.
http://www.ihr.org/books/harwood/dsrd01.html

PHOTO DESCRIPTION: A scanned image of the Official Death Total report from the
International Red Cross.

DISCLAIMER: "One cannot and must not try to erase the past merely because it does not
fit the present." - Golda Meir [Fourth Prime Minister of Israel]

international-red.html

— with Janne Välimäki.

http://beforeitsnews.com/conspiracv-theories/2013/03/official-red-cross-records-show-
holocaust-was-a-fraud-2449344.html?currentSplitPage=0

20 Responses to Official Red Cross Records Show
Holocaust Was a Fraud?
Kulafarmer says:
March 16, 2013 at 11:51 am

Sorry folks, but when i was a kid one of my parents friends had been in Auschwitz as a child. he had the tattoo on his arm and told us about it so the reality would not be forgotten, he was separated from his family and never saw them again except on the day he was taken to watch his father be marched to the showers, he lost over 100 family members and friends.

Reply

Dr. Y-K-M says:
March 16, 2013 at 12:10 pm

Wow, that's all the proof I need... he said she said... IT happened... I'll go back to sleep now.

Reply

Jim says:
March 16, 2013 at 12:26 pm

I always heard that you couldn't buy a ham sandwich in a kosher delicatessen. I bought one at a little jewish joint at Bathurst and Lawrence in Toronto, no problem.

You can't believe everything you hear. Get it? We've been conditioned to believe lies about the holohoax as much as your run of the mill goyim fearing jew.

True jews have no more to fear than any of us. The psuedo Jewish criminal now using Jewish people at large as their human shields, they have much to fear. Their greatest fear is exposure. Exposure is only possible through the prism of truth.

Reply

Bigtim says:
March 16, 2013 at 12:46 pm

I don't believe you. Such tall tales do not have credibility any longer and had been exposed for the lies that they are.

Reply

# 1 NWO Hater says:
March 16, 2013 at 12:50 pm

Sorry, Kulafarmer, but the claims made by the Zionist AshkeNAZI so-called 'jews' have been thoroughly debunked. Not only are they mathematically impossible, but physically impossible as well. You simply CANNOT change the laws of physics, no matter what race you 'claim' to be. They're the same for ALL races, even those lying Zionist scumbags calling themselves 'jews' in Israhell.

WWII was created by those same sub-human Satanic scum for two main reasons, first, to make money, which is ALWAYS their top priority, and second, to create the United Nations, after the attempt to bring in the League of Nations failed following WWI (which they also created). The U.N. wasted no time in then giving Palestine to these monsters, (illegally, of course), and
they've been genociding them (the Palestinians) ever since. The Holohoax is the biggest lie ever perpetrated on mankind (other than the non-existence of Satan), and there are only two possibilities for your statement:

# 1. Either you were lied to.

#2: Or you are deliberately disseminating disinformation.

I'm hoping it's # 1, for your sake.

---

tryu says:
March 16, 2013 at 1:04 pm

extant demographic records of the day, prove there weren't even 6 million jews in western Europe BEFORE the Holocaust and emigration of many of them to US-Palestine.

I too have seen a survivor with their tatoos. It did happen, but the numbers were about 600,000+ and certainly less than the genocide now against Iraqis- and nearly a 100x less than the jews' genocide in Bolshevik USSR.

entire thing is another WMD-911 type pyops. couldn't get a 110 bldg to fall in 9 seconds on its own, nor an unstruck bldg to suddenly implode without any aircraft impact, nor can you disappear 6 million carcasses without a trace.

zionist propaganda to implement the Masonic One World Gov continues into another Century...

---

# 1 NWO Hatr says:
March 16, 2013 at 1:40 pm

There were ONLY about 11 million 'jews' in the ENTIRE world at the time of WWII. To believe that more than HALF of them were living close enough to Germany for Hitler to have exterminated them requires a TOTAL suspension of not only logic, but also common sense.

---

# 1 NWO Hatr says:
March 16, 2013 at 1:48 pm

The TRUE holocaust that's almost NEVER talked about is the murder of 66 million Russians (mostly Christians) by the same Zionist Khazarian AshkeNAZI Satanic POS scum of the Earth lying so-called 'jews'.

---

Jef Simpson says:
March 16, 2013 at 12:50 pm

As though this claim is proof of the 6 million dead Holocaust narrative

100 family members and friends lol Spare me the hyperbole
American says:
March 16, 2013 at 1:19 pm

Oh, please!

Reply

Schmooish says:
March 16, 2013 at 1:31 pm

"he was separated from his family and never saw them again except on the
day he was taken to watch his father be marched to the showers"

That one sentence pretty much sums up the ridiculous nature of these
claims. What you are saying is that the Germans would round up the
relatives of the people they were going to execute so they could later testify
at the war crimes trials? And they did this despite the claims that no
evidence exists of their crimes because they were methodical in destroying
all traces of evidence. It's self contradictory nonsense.

Not one single piece of evidence for gas chambers. No photos, no buildings,
no nothing, just these stories from 'survivors'.

There are reconnaissance photo's of all the work camps during the course of
the war, not one single one shows even a hint of mass killing, let alone the
systematic destruction of millions of people. If they existed you know they
would have been seen a million times already.

Reply

Sceptic says:
March 16, 2013 at 3:27 pm

So not only do you expect us to totally disregard the records of the Red
Cross because a friend of your parents had a tattoo but you also expect us to
believe that there were viewings of the gassings, did they have bleachers and
concessions, maybe there were kosher hot dogs available for the
fans, oops, prisoners, also if he lost over 100 members of his family what were
there names and what was their relationship to him, let's say 2 parents, that
leaves 98.4 grandparents so we need 94 brothers and sisters, it goes on, tell
you what, get a list from him and post it here, for one I can't wait to see it.

Reply

Steve says:
March 16, 2013 at 12:37 pm

Sorry Kula farmer:

IT is already amply documented that the so-called homicidal gas chambers were
inadequate to accomplish mass killings of humans. An American expert on execution equipment found in his examination of the supposed gas chambers in 1988, no evidence of the blue residue that should be there from cyanide gas – Confirmed by the Polish government. So-called witnesses lied when they said the guards came in to remove bodies just minutes after the gassings and smoking cigarettes. The guards would have waited at least 24 hours so that the gas residue could dissipate. I have not heard one witness state there was a long waiting period. These camps were work camps to manufacture war materials and also holding pens for when the war was over to send the
BTW- considering Operation Paperclip: anyone have any information on Gustav Winter. He is the only historically important person I have ever googled who does not have ANY wiki entry- nor scarce any bio at all. Considering what a HUGE role he played.

Mark Schumacher - NV says:
March 16, 2013 at 1:11 pm

Thanks a lot #1 NWO-

Now I have a craving for a piled high ham on rye. The hard part is going to be finding the right hot mustard.

# 1 NWO Hatr says:
March 16, 2013 at 1:21 pm

LOL

# 1 NWO Hatr says:
March 16, 2013 at 1:21 pm

Now I have a craving for a piled high ham on rye. The hard part is going to be finding the right hot mustard.

Counterarguments:

1) No bodies - In any crime, you need a body. Where are the bodies? Up in smoke, say the apologists. But there is no forensic evidence of death camps, mass graves, etc., and, most tellingly, aerial photos showed no evidence of operations indicative of "death camps" - no billowing smoke, no burning pits of bodies, nothing. Piles of bodies and emaciated prisoners died of typhus - as officially acknowledged.

2) Forensic tests - There was no evidence of gas chambers or gassings - Dr. Charles Larson headed a team of forensic pathologists sent into the camps at the end of the war and found no evidence of gas chambers or gassings.

The Holocaust (from Wikipedia):

The Holocaust (from the Greek ἡλόκαυστος holókaustos: holos, "whole" and kaustos, "burn"),[2] also known as the Shoah (Hebrew שואה, HaShoah, "catastrophe"); Yiddish: חורבן, Churban or Hurban,[3] from the Hebrew for "destruction"), was the genocide of approximately six million European Jews during World War II, a programme of systematic state-sponsored murder by Nazi Germany, led by Adolf Hitler, throughout Nazi-occupied territory. The occupiers required Jews to be confined in overcrowded ghettos before being transported by freight train to extermination camps where, if they survived the journey, most were systematically killed in gas chambers. Every arm of Nazi Germany’s bureaucracy was involved in the logistics that led to the genocides, turning the Third Reich into what one Holocaust scholar has called a genocidal state.

Counterarguments:

1) No bodies - In any crime, you need a body. Where are the bodies? Up in smoke, say the apologists. But there is no forensic evidence of death camps, mass graves, etc., and, most tellingly, aerial photos showed no evidence of operations indicative of "death camps" - no billowing smoke, no burning pits of bodies, nothing. Piles of bodies and emaciated prisoners died of typhus - as officially acknowledged.

2) Forensic tests - There was no evidence of gas chambers or gassings - Dr. Charles Larson headed a team of forensic pathologists sent into the camps at the end of the war and found no evidence of gas chambers or gassings.
war to document war crimes. They conducted hundreds of autopsies at more than twenty camps, they did not find a single body showing signs of gas poisoning. None have been found since, at any camp. At Auschwitz in particular, in 1948, three years after the war ended, formal Allied commission of inquiry concluded that nobody died there from poison gas. (Fred Leuchter and Germar Rudolf confirmed these results with engineering and chemical tests; the former lost his business, his job and his reputation, and the latter still sits in prison.)

Furthermore, no Zyklon-B was found in the alleged gas chambers at Auschwitz, Birkenau or Treblinka when tests were conducted in 1991 by the Polish government under the close supervision of the Jewish museum curator. The supposed gas chamber facilities at Auschwitz do not support the idea of cyanide gassings - no blue staining on alleged gas chambers, doors open in, windows do not lock, etc. There is, however, blue staining on the buildings used to treat clothing with cyanide (for de-lousing, a treatment engaged in to save prisoners from getting typhus). The Nazis supposedly tossed Zyklon-B, a commercial insecticide used for disinfection into the camps, to kill the Jews. The problem with this scenario is that a surreptitious video interview with Franzícek Piper, senior curator at the Auschwitz Museum admitted that the only gas-chamber on display was built after the war, by the Soviet Union.

In Majdanek the gas chambers were disinfection chambers, where clothing was disinfected. The alleged gas chambers were not suitable for disinfections, they did not have proper strong doors that could have kept the "victims" inside, they were not properly sealed, they did not have proper ways to introduce Zyklon B granules (from the alleged roof openings), and there were no proper effective ventilation systems installed for the use of Zyklon B; documentary and material evidence in the ruins proves this. Documentary evidence about the alleged gas chambers in Auschwitz also proves only that those rooms were normal morgues.

3) Eyewitness testimony - is the only evidence presented to support the idea of the Holocaust. Eyewitness testimony is highly questionable and is, in a court of law, considered to be to the worst kind of evidence. What about the confessions? False, every one. All those German officers were tortured by German Jews prior to the show trials. The confessions were written in English, which most of them could neither read nor speak. They also confessed to blatantly absurd crimes. Some of the perpetrators (like Rudolf Hess) "confessed" to doing things they could not have possibly done. Other witnesses (e.g., 150 captured British soldier engineers in charge of maintaining the manufacturing plants at the camps) were not consulted at all, despite having daily access to the camps and inside information about operations.

4) Death Camp or Work Camp? - Auschwitz, for example, had many facilities that do not belong at a death camp: A hospital, theatre, swimming pool, bordello, a camp store, and even camp currency. Piles of shoes, hair, clothes mean nothing - if people were exterminated, why would they shave their hair, save their shoes, etc.? The delousing facilities would not be needed if prisoners were intended to be killed. Ditto for the prison uniforms, numbers tattooed on arms, etc. As Edgar Steele has asked, why would Germany, fighting a war on two fronts, with scarce resources and fuel, ship prisoners hundreds or even thousands of miles to camps, specially built, just to hold them; then clothe them, feed them, tattoo them, just so they could later kill them? If the Germans really wanted to kill the Jews, they would have done it like the Russians killed Christians earlier in the same century- with a bullet to the head wherever they were found.

Does any of this make sense if the prisoners were intended to be killed? No, Auschwitz was obviously a work camp. That's probably why the slogan over the camp entrance gate says "Arbeit Macht Frei" (work makes you free).

5) Red Cross Inspections - Red Cross officials had unrestricted access each month to the camps, including Auschwitz, and they made no mention of gas chambers. In a Nov. 22, 1944 letter to U.S. State Department officials, the Red Cross said: "We had not been able to perform a number of inspections of certain important installations. This
Deen aoie 10 aiscover any irace or installations tor exterminating civilian prisoners, this corroborates a report which we had already received from other sources ... Post-Soviet Union collapse revealed Red Cross documentation of around 69,000 individuals died in Auschwitz, and 262,077 Jews died in all camps combined. Main cause of death? Hunger and typhus toward the end when food became scarce due to Allied bombing of supply lines.

6) Additional comments on the numbers:
- 8,000,000 according to the French daily newspaper 'Le Monde' (20, April, 1978)
- 5,000,000 According to the memorial plaque on the gas-chamber monument at Auschwitz-Birkenau. (removed in '90)
- 4,000,000 According to the "confession" of Rudolf Hoess.
- 3,000,000 According to a statement by Yeduha Bauer, Director of the Institute for Contemporary Jewry at the Hebrew University, Jerusalem.
- 1,600,000 According to 'La Monde' (September 1989)
- 1,433,000 According to Prof. Raul Hilberg (Professor for Holocaust Research, and author of the book, 'The Annihilation of European Jewry,' 2nd ed. 1988)
- 1,250,000 According to Polish historians, Report of July, 1990
- 1,100,000 According to Gerald Reitlinger – author of 'Die Endlsun'
- 850,000 In the autumn of 1989 the Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev opened Soviet archives, and the public saw for the first time, the complete register of deaths at Auschwitz-which speaks as a key document of 74,000. [Note this number contradicts the above 69,000.]

7) Demographics - There were 2.4 million Jews were living in German occupied or controlled territory during WWII. In all of Europe, the World Almanac says there were 8,939,608 Jews before the war and 9,372,666 after the war. (These figures do not reflect the millions of Jews who fled to America and to Israel after the war.) World-wide Jewish population actually increased from pre- to post-WWII. (The Jewish Encyclopedia says that the world-wide Jewish population went from 15 million before WWII to 16 million after WWII.)

Many Holocaust claims require careful scrutiny and have been changed accordingly. The Encyclopedia Britannica in its 1963 edition states that 2,000,000 people, mostly Jews, were exterminated by the Nazis in Mauthausen, a concentration camp in Austria. This absurd figure has been officially revised quite a lot. Now it is claimed that only 95,000 people died in Mauthausen, of which only 14,000 were Jews. An exaggeration of 1,905,000! After WW II a plaque memorialized the deaths of 4,000,000 at Auschwitz. The plaque was replaced by one that reduced the total number of deaths to 1,500,000. But the six million total for Jewish victims of the Holocaust was not affected. A 1,905,000 reduction from Mauthausen plus a 2,500,000 reduction from Auschwitz did not change the total of 6 million. In 1990 the Auschwitz State Museum officially revised the death toll from 4,000,000 down to 1.1 million, of which 960,000 are claimed to be Jews.

[Note (to be fact-checked): Encyclopaedia Judaica from 1971 Published 25 years AFTER WW2 ended. Look up the entry: 'Holocaust' and there will be nowhere where Jews claim there was "six million gassed Jews" during WW II.]

Jews did die during WWII. All told, about .5-1 million Jews died in the German occupied areas because of the National Socialist policies; about .5-1 million Jews died in the Soviet Union because of the Soviet policies. About 75 million people (military and civilians) died as a result of WWII. It's bad that anyone died, but why make up this six million figure?

8) Whence the 6 million figure? The 6 million figure was used in WW I against the Kaiser and against the czar prior to the war claiming in both cases that 6 million Jews were in peril or had died – claims which turned out to be nothing but wartime propaganda. The 6 million figure also appears to have some religious significance. According to Jewish prophecy, Israel (the 'promised land') was to be returned to the Jews after a sacrifice of 6 million souls. Zionists apparently thought that Jews would get
Israel after WWI, due to the Balfour Declaration. As it happens, Britain could not give Israel (Palestine) away at that time, since Turkey still owned it.

9) Changes over time - Tales of Nazis making soap and lampshades out of Jews were used to convict Germans at Nuremberg, but any such claims have since been revealed as war-time propaganda and withdrawn from the Holocaust museums at Auschwitz and Jerusalem. Originally, German camps were described as death camps, too, but then when the lies were revealed, the "death camps" were relocated to Poland, conveniently off-limits to the Western world until after the fall of the Soviet Union.

10) Where did all the Holocaust "evidence" originate? There was never any physical evidence of the Holocaust. No bodies, no murder weapons ("gas chambers"), no documents, no photographs, no intercepted communications, no ash pits, no mass graves. The Russians originally charged the Germans with using steam chambers to kill Jews at Auschwitz. The Russians also falsely charged that the Nazis were responsible for the massacre of Polish officers and intellectuals at Katyn (which was a Soviet crime).

Soviet propagandists Ilya Ehrenburg and Vassily Grossman wrote The “Black Book." The original book, published in the 40’s, had an appropriately all black cover. The current edition is 579 pages of pure phantasmagoria: “Four bodies with hacked-off extremities, could be placed in the furnace at a time. It took fifteen minutes to burn four bodies (550 degrees Fahrenheit or 287.8 Celsius), and so with all furnaces working round the clock it was possible to burn 1,920 bodies in twenty-four hours. Taking into account the great quantities of bones discovered all over the camp, the committee of experts believes that bones were taken out of the furnaces before they could be completely consumed, and therefore, in fact, many more than 1,920 bodies were burned in twenty-four hours."

This is questionable math. Four million bodies could not have been cremated even if it were possible to dispose of 1,920 bodies a day for 1,400 days. Elie Wiesel in his book Night and Miklos Nyiszli in Auschwitz: A Doctor's Eyewitness Account claimed that 5,000 Jews a day were burned in an outdoor open pit at Auschwitz. When the CIA released OSS aerial photos of Auschwitz with neither open pit fires nor smoke coming from the crematoria chimneys, Wiesel then claimed that the bodies were burned at night. This can’t be – at least at Treblinka, ground-penetrating radar has been used to check for buried bodies (or simply disturbed earth); no such disturbances were in evidence. Nor have any mass graves, bone fragments, etc., been discovered at Auschwitz or any other camp.

11) Politician memoirs – Churchill’s Second World War does not mention Nazi "gas chambers," a "genocide" of the Jews, or of "six million" Jewish victims of the war. Ditto for Eisenhower's Crusade in Europe, a book of 559 pages; the six volumes of Churchill’s Second World War total 4,448 pages; and de Gaulle’s three-volume Memoirs is 2,054 pages. In this mass of writing, totaling 7,061 pages (not including introductory parts), published from 1948 to 1959, there is no mention either of Nazi "gas chambers," a "genocide" of the Jews, or of "six million Jewish victims of the war."

12) Other Losses – Consider the definition of holocaust: ‘Sacrificial offering consumed entirely by flames’ (American Heritage Dictionary). What about the fire-bombing of Germany? Upwards of 500,000 civilians died (immediately or in the aftermath) in the city of Dresden, bombed by the Allies after the war was essentially over. That's a holocaust.

At least two hundred thousand Japanese civilians died, sickened, or mutilated in the nuclear bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki during WWII. Until Pearl Harbor, Japan was engaged only in war with China. America had cut off Japan's oil, making Japan's loss at China's hands inevitable. FDR had advanced knowledge of Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor. He let the attack go forward, just to enrage Americans enough to enter the war against Japan. Japan had a mutual defense pact with Germany, so that meant
that Americans had to fight Germany, too. The nuclear attacks on Nagasaki and Hiroshima occurred even though the Japanese had been trying to surrender for over six months prior to that. Hiroshima was not a military base but a city of 300,000 civilians, virtually all non-combatants; surrounding factories were unscathed; the ports and military ships were already rendered harmless. The deliberate killing of innocent non-combatants is the definition of "terrorism." That's a holocaust.

Furthermore, the end of World War II in Europe did not bring an end to death and suffering for the vanquished German people. Instead the victorious Allies ushered in a horrible new era of destruction, looting, starvation, rape, "ethnic cleansing," and mass killing. Consider also, for example, General (and future US President) Dwight D. Eisenhower's treatment of the Germans after WW II. Eisenhower put German POWs and others ranging in age from 13 to their 80s into camps. They had no tents or buildings. The Germans were kept inside fences with no shelter from the cold, the wind, the rain, the snow, the heat and the sun with little or no food. Eisenhower ordered anyone who fed the starving men shot. A million men died in a year. This was a death camp. (See the book, "Other Losses: An Investigation into the Mass Deaths of German Prisoners at the Hands of the French and Americans after World War II" by James Bacque.)

13) The Transfer Agreement - No one has ever produced any document showing that anyone in the German government planned or ordered the extermination of Jews. The so called "Final Solution" of the Third Reich was simply to get the Jews out of Europe by deporting them, as Europe had done hundreds of times before. Astonishingly, Zionist Jews worked together with Hitler regime to get the Jews into the Middle East, into the future Israel, as documented in the book, The Transfer Agreement, by Edwin Black. German Jews had no interest in moving to a barren, unfamiliar land; Germany was their home, so they had to be convinced and/or moved there against their will.

(Note: In contrast, in a secret wartime memorandum, Winston Churchill told his advisers that he wanted to "drench" Germany with poison gas. Churchill's July 1944 memo to his chief of staff Gen. Hastings Ismay was reproduced in the August-September 1985 issue of American Heritage magazine ... Churchill's directive bluntly stated: "I want a cold-blooded calculation made as to how it would pay to use poison gas ... One really must not be bound within silly conventions of the mind whether they be those that ruled in the last war or those in reverse which rule in this.

14) Miscellaneous absurd claims:

* child surviving six gassings in a gas chamber that never existed.[356]
* woman survived three gassings because Nazis kept running out of gas.[357]
* fairy tale of a bear and an eagle in a cage, eating one Jew per day.[358]
* mass graves expelling geyers of blood.[359]
* erupting and exploding mass graves.[360]
* soap production from human fat with imprint "RIF" -- 'Reine Juden Seife' (pure Jewish soap), solemn burial of soap.[361]
* the SS made sausage in the crematoria out of human flesh ('RIW' -- 'Reine Juden Wurst').[362]
* lampshades, book covers, driving gloves for SS officers, saddles, riding breeches, house slippers, and ladies handbags of human skin.[363]
* pornographic pictures on canvasses made of human skin.[364]
* mummified human thumbs were used as light switches in the house of Ilse Koch, wife of KL commander Koch (Buchenwald).[365]
* production of shrunken heads from bodies of inmates.[366]
* acid or boiling-water baths to produce human skeletons.[367]
* muscles cut from the legs of executed inmates contracted so strongly that they made the buckets jump about.[368]
* an SS-father potshooting babies thrown into the air while 9-year old SS-daughter applauds and shrieks: "Papa, do it again; do it again, Papa![369]
* Jewish children used by Hitler-Youth for target practice.[370]
* women disposing of an inclined floor into the underground crematoria in Auschwitz.
* forcing prisoners to lick stairs clean, and collect garbage with their lips.[372]
* injections into the eyes of inmates to change their eye color.[373]
* first artificially fertilize women at Auschwitz, then gas them.[374]
* torturing people in specially mass-produced ‘torture boxes’ made by Krupp.[375]
* torturing people by shooting at them with wooden bullets to make them talk.[376]
* smacking people with special spanking machines.[377]
* killing by drinking a glass of liquid hydrogen cyanide (which, scientifically considered, evaporates quickly and would endanger those who pouring it into said glass).[378]
* killing people with poisoned soft drinks.[379]
* underground mass extermination in enormous rooms, by means of high voltage electricity.[380]
* blast 20,000 Jews into the twilight zone with atomic bombs.[381]
* killing in vacuum chamber, hot steam or chlorine gas.[382]
* mass murder in hot steam chamber.[383]
* mass murder by tree cutting: forcing people to climb trees, then cutting the trees down.[384]
* killing a boy by forcing him to eat sand.[385]
* gassing Soviet POWs in a quarry.[386]
* gas chambers on wheels in Treblinka, which dumped their victims directly into burning pits; delayed-action poison gas that allowed the victims to leave the gas chambers and walk to the mass graves by themselves.[387]
* rapid-construction portable gas chamber sheds.[388]
* beating people to death, then carrying out autopsies to see why they died.[389]
* introduction of Zyklon gas into the gas chambers of Auschwitz through shower heads or from steel bottles.[390]
* electrical conveyor-belt executions.[391]
* bashing people's brains in with a pedal-driven brain-bashing machine while listening to the radio.[392]
* cremation of bodies in blast furnaces.[393]
* cremation of human bodies using no fuel at all.[394]
* skimming off boiling human fat from open-air cremation fires.[395]
* mass graves containing hundreds of thousands of bodies, removed without a trace within a few weeks; a true miracle of improvisation on the part of the Germans.[396]
* killing 840,000 Russian POWs at Sachsenhausen, and burning the bodies in 4 portable ovens.[397]
* removal of corpses by means of blasting, i.e. blowing them up.[398]
* SS bicycle races in the gas chamber of Birkenau.[399]
* out of pity for complete strangers -- a Jewish mother and her child -- an SS-man leaps into the gas chamber voluntarily at the last second in order to die with them.[400]
* blue haze after gasping with hydrogen cyanide (which is colorless).[401]
* singing of national anthems and the Communist International by the victims in the gas chamber; evidence of atrocity propaganda of Communist origin.[402]
* a twelve-year old boy giving an impressive and heroic speech in front of the other camp children before being 'gassed'.[403]
* filling the mouths of victims with cement to prevent them from singing patriotic or communist songs.[404]

Book list:
- The holocaust hoax exposed: Debunking the 20th Century's Biggest Lie (Victor Thorn)
- The hoax of the 20th century (A. R. Butz)
- Dissecting the Holocaust (Germar Rudolf)
- Debating the Holocaust (Thomas Dalton)
IRREFUTABLE evidence.

Alberet says:
March 16, 2013 at 2:48 pm

If you apply for a disability claim from an insurance company or, especially, the government, you have to PROVE you have been injured, REPEATEDLY. The insurance companies and government do not just "take your word for it" and never question you again. When Israel began SELLING the Holocaust for Political Leverage and Monetary Reparations, Israel itself opened the Holocaust up to questioning. Someone with an actuarial chart should track back and see just HOW MANY PEOPLE YOU HAVE TO START OUT WITH, in order to have 600,000 survivors 65+ YEARS LATER.